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... The purpose of  this proposal is to amend Council Directive 93/6/EEC on capital adequacy 
· of  investment  firms  and  credit  institutions  with  respect  to  the  use  of·. internal 
risk-m~nagement  models fo~ the calculation Of market'  risks and the inclusion 'of measures 
. to have appropriate capital available to cover the market risks inherent in commodities and 
commoditY derivatives business.  - '  .  .  '  '  .. 
First, this Is done in tesponse to  the. requirement in Article 14 of  Diie~1ve 93/6/EEC to. 
"examine and if  necessary revise Directive 93/6/EEC in the light of .....  developments in 
international fora of regtilatory authorities".  This provision was intended to ensure that 
further work on market risk being undertaken at that time in the Baste Committee on 
Bailking Supervision,  would be taken into account in the EU legislation. The work of the 
Basle  Committee  culminated  in  the January  1996  ''.Nnendment  to  the  Basle  Capital 
. Accord  to incorporate Market Risks". ·This  introduces  into. the  1988. Capita1  Accord 
(which  sets  international  standards  for  capital  adequllCY  .of  international  banks)  a 
standardized. method for. th~ measurement of  market risk which is  substantially the same 
as that already adopted in Council Directive 93/6/EEC. However, it also .includes the two 
new  elements,  the  use  of internal  models  and  the .  inclusion  of commodities  in  the 
meaSurement of  inarket risks, which are ,the  ~bject~ of  this proposal  .. ·  The Basle proposal 
will enter into force on 11anuary 1998.  . 
·secondly; Article 13  of  Co~ncil Directive 93/6/EEC requires that ''the Commission shall . 
.  as soon as possible submit. to the Council proposals for capital requirements in respect of 
' tommodities trading,  commodities derivatives·  .~:. ".  This .  task is  overdue but had been . 
delayed in order to take account of  developments in international fora and to discuss the 
·subject· extensively with 'those mainly concerned. This proposal draws on the work of  the 
Basle Comlnittee in  this regard and the European ·competent authorities.  re~ponsible for 
the' supervision of  credit institutions and investment firms have bee~  Widely consulted,.  · 
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The need for the 'amendments is tw'ti:foid, 
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·.  ' First,  the amendment to allow competent authorities to permit institutions to use their 
internal  models to calculate market risk capital requirements under strict conditions is 
necessary to bring' EC legislation up to date with. modern practices. This will encourage 
institutions to make use. of  more sophisticated techniques for measuring risk in the conteXt 
of  an improved overall approach to risk management. Such sophisticated internal models 
are capable of  measuring more accurately the risks involved in trading book activities of 
banks and investment firms and will enable them to adapt more rapidly to changes in their 
portfolios. They may therefore reduce the capital charge of  an institution compared to the 
standard  approach of the  present  Directive  93/6/EEC.  Economically  and  prudentially 
these advanced techniques are highly desirable since they enhance the ability to respond in 
a timely  and  correct fashion  to the risks  involved  and  to apportion the corresponding 
capital coverage according to the necessary minimum. Not only will they lead to a more 
efficient use of capital by credit institutions and investment :firmS generally but they will 
redQce the need for those institutions to duplicate market risk calculations for iniemal and 
· regulatory  purposes and  thus.  lead  to significant  cost ·savings.  The Banking  Advisory 
Committee has recommended that the amending Directive should come into force at the 
same time as the Basle amendment at the end of  1997 to avoid a potential competitive 
disadvantage  to  EU  institutions  when  non.;.EU ·members  of the  Basle  Supervisory.  · 
Committee start to allow their institutions to use intimlal models. 
Secondly,  comrriodity  and .commmodity  derivatives  trading ·undertaken  by  investment 
firms and  credit institutions  are  curreqtly  subject  to the  full  .credit  risk  charge  under 
Council Directive 89/647/EEC which is not appropriate to the predominantly market risks 
involved.  It  is  necessary,  therefore,  to  introduce  capital  requirements  which  more 
accurately reflect these risks.  Commodities and commodity derivatives are considered to · 
· be hiShJy  volatile  activities  involVing  considerable  risks.  Therefore,  to the  ~xtent that 
investment firms and credit institutions undertake these activities incidentally to their other 
authorized activities· it is necessary to provide for an adequate capital coverage in order to 
protect depositors and investors of  these institutions  .. The capital requirements established 
by  this  proposed  Directive  are  not  intended  to  provide  rules  for  genuine 
commodities dealers  and  traders  who  should  generally  not  be  covered  by  this 
Directive because  their activities  are.  not  included  in  either  of the  lists  of. activities · 
covered by Council Directive  93/22/EEC  (the  Investments  'Services  Directive)  or 
Council Directive 89/646/EEC  {Second  Banking  Directive)  and  Council 
Directive 93/22/EEC · specifically exempts institutions whose main  business is trading in 
commodities· amongst  themselves  or  with  producers. or  professional  users  of such 
products. With regard to the credit risks of over-ihe-co.unter derivatives in commodities · 
the Commission  has  already  made  a  proposal to adapt  the  Solvency  Ratio  Directive 
(89/647/EEC) which, at present, is still under negotiation before the European.Parliament 
and the Council. On the important issue of  the market risks inherent in trading positions. 
on commodities and derivatives in commodities this proposal will· introduce for investment 
firms and credit institutions capital-requirements considered to be. appropriate by the large · 
majority of the corresponding supervisory authorities .of the Member States and in the 
Baste Committee. It must be underlined that these requirements should apply solely to 
institutions  which  deal  mainly  with  the  deposits  or investments  of their  clients  and 
are therefore  subject  to  special  supervisory  rules;  these  rules ·should  not  impinge  on 
specialized  professional  traders  who  deal  mainly  for· their  PWil ' account  or  with 
othef professionals.  · 
3 .. 
The  proposed_ new  capital  charges  .to  cover  the  mark~t risks  on· commodities. and 
commodity derivatives will,·,in general, be lower thanthose required at: present unde~ the 
application of  the Solvency Ratio Directive (which is designed to capture credit risk)  iQ 
c~mjunction \\fith  Council  Directive .  9~/6/EEC wlii,c.h  is  to be  amended .. The. prop<:lse.d 
··Directive provides for three methods:  ·  ·  · 
- a simplified method imposing a  very conservative flat capital requirement which should . 
ensure that regulated institutions tl:tat  engage incidentally in  sucl:r.ri.sky ~and complex· 
activities have a  _comforta~le capital cushion, 
- a maturity ladder approach,  which  -~ under.present circumstances and in the  ·cas~· o( 
regulated  investment  firms  and  credit  institutions is the most  appropriate answer in'· 
terms. of the  necessary  capital  coverage  with  regard  to  the  risks·. inherent  in  such 
activities. The capital charge Will generally be lower than under the first method, 
..  . 
-. the internal models which - at present - are not yet sufficiently developed for all aspects 
of. derivatives  activities.  Notably,  appropriate  technique~ have  to  be ·developed .for 
. options which constitute a large element of  commo<:fities derivatives _activity.  However,. 
the proposed Directive is deliberately intended to encourage such· developments.  ·,  ·. 
The proposal takes into  account the fact  that in  some Member States investment .fifi:ns 
dealing primarily in  commodities arid  commodity derivatives may riot yet be able to· use 
internal  models  and that' the· increase  in  capital  requirements .  resulting, from  the  other . 
calculation  methods  is  rather  considerable. and abrupt.  In.  order  to  give. those  firms 
sufficient time to adapt or upgrade their risk-managent.ent systems in order to be able to 
: use internal models, a transitional period may be afforded to them-by their Member State 
to use alternative rates subject to some additional prudential and transparency  conditions~ 
At the same time, it is expected that there will be progress in the further development of 
these internal modelsso that they become more cost effective for such firms  and atthe 
same time acceptable to the  compet~rit authonties,. ri9tably  wi~h regard to the capture of 
the non-linear risks related to the options trade:in corinrtodities. .  .  .  ·. 
ARTICLE I 
i; 
Point  l(a) brings  commodities  and  cominodity derlvE;ttives into the _definition  of the 
trad~ng book. which constitutes the element of  an. institution's .activities on. wlii'ch market 
risk capital charges are levied. .  . ·  ·  · 
Point  1  (b)  broadens  the  definition  of "warnint" .  so· that the  term  may  al~o relate ·to  · 
commodities.  In some markets a commodity  ~arrant is ,understood to be an  ownership 
. instrument rather than a  right to purchB;se. For the purposes· of  this Directive the meaning 
' of  a warrant in the context of  commodities will be as defined .in this text. The definition of 
"covered warrant" is deleted because th~ defiriition ef  warrant includes covered warrants 
·and the capital adequacy treatment.isidentical.  Stock financing  is.defined  in  order to· 
clarify the exell_lption of  stock financing from the capital requirements for commodities in 
Annex VII(3).  ·  ·  ·  · 
· Pointl(c) and (d) ensures that conuiu)dities ~e  treated consistently with. securities with 
· regard to ~apital requirements for repos/reverse repos and borrowing/lending trati.sactions. 
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Point 2 i!J.corporates the option to use models for the calculation ·of capital. charges fur 
mar~ei  risk in the trading book, while p"oitit (ii) 'includes ooinmodities in the calculation of 
capital. charges for market risk on all busin~ss activities-arid incorporates the option to use 
-models;  ·  · · · 
Point 3 ensures that all institutions, including those which use internal models to calculate 
capital  require.ments  for  trading  book  business,  are  subject  to. the  large  exposures 
requirements  for  exposures  to .  individual  clients .  which ·arise  o_n  the  trading  book 
. irrespec;rtive  of whether: those .large  exposures  are identified  under the intemal··mpdels 
apptoach.orthe standardized approach.  ~~-
Point ·4. brings· capital  requirements calculated imder the internal models  approach and: 
charges·· for  _oommodity  positions  caleulated-.  according  to  Armex  VII  under  the  · 
·  ..  consolidation  provisions  of this. Article  .. Commodity  positions·  rilay · be  offset  against 
1 
opposite commodity. positions in consolidated third country undertakings· under. the same 
conditions that such foreign-exchange positions may be offset~ 
·  Poillt s·brings·commodities into the reporting requirelllents  . 
.  · Points 6 ·  inserts  Article  12a which  contains  a  tnmsitional  clause  allowing  competent ·  · 
audt6ritjes  to  exempt  investment ·.  firms  from  the  application  of. Aruiex  VII · until  · 
· 31 December 1999. 
Point 7 refers to the amendments to Annexes I to VI. · 
Poi1d 8 adds Annexes VII and .VIII. 
ARTICLES  2~ 3 AND 4 
These ·  Articles  contain  administrative  arrangements · regarding  the  adqption  of· this 
,  . Directive and its implementation by Metnber States.: .  · 
ANNEXI. 
'  .  '  . 
Point l(a) brings the internal models approach into this provision which allows capital 
..  requirements .for .an·  exchange-traded future  to be equal  to ·the margin  required. Qy  the 
·exchange if  the competent authority is. satisfied that this provides an accurate measur~ of 
the associated risks. and that the method used to calculate the  margin  is  eq~ivalent to 
either the standardized or interpal  models  approaeh in Annex. 1 or 'Annex VTII ·of the 
r~sed  Directive.  · 
Point l(b)  'bripgs the inte~al models approach intothis provision whlch relatesto'capital . 
requirements for options.  .  . 
Point l(c) is. consequential. to the amendment  to. the  definition· of ~·warrant'' and  the 
deletion of  the definition of."  covered warrant" . 
.  Point 1(  d) corrects the uninte~ded effect of  the existing wording which excludes from the 
concessionary _specific  risk charge in this 'provision highly rated issuers who ha:ve issued 
. subordinated debt.  . 
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· Poirit  2(a),  (b)  a._d  (c)  brings- commodities· under··  the  ·settlem~nt/delivery  and· 
counterparty risk-capital requirements.  .  .  ' 
..  .  . 
Point J(a), (b) and (c) brings gold into the capital regime set out in Annex  III.  This is 
.  consistent with the Basle decision to treat gold as a. foreign-exchange position because its . 
volatility is  more  in line with foreign· currencies and  institutions mahage it  in  a  similar 
I  .  ;  . 
. manner  to ,  foreign  currencies.  Point  3(a)  also  introduces  more  stringent  capital 
requirements  by  converting  the  2%  "free  zone".  into  a  2%  "threshold".  A  minor. 
adjustment to the wording.regarding irrevocable gua~antees is also included in point·3(b  ). 
.  . 
.  . 
·  Poi~t J(d)  amends  the _alternative. calculation  of foreign-exchange  risk -in  Annex  III 
paragraph 7 of the Council Directive 93/6/EEC requiring  the necessary  analysis 'to. be 
don~ by competent  authoritie~ on the basis of  the standards required. for internat models . 
under Annex-I, paragraph 20, ofthe Directive. 
Point 4(a), (b) and (c)' extendsthe·use of and limits qn Tier l  capital(subordinated loan 
capital with an initial maturity ·of at least two years and meeting.the requirements set out 
.  in Annex V to Directive 93/6/EEC) for meeting commodity risks and· trading book risks -
calculated by internal models. 
Point  5(a:)  and  (b)  ensures  that  all  institutions,  including  those  that  use  models  to 
·calculate  trading  book· positions,  are  subject_  to  the  large  exposure  requirements  on 
.exposures to individual clients which arise on the trading book. irrespective of whether 
those exposures are identified ·by a model or by the standardized approach. 
ANNEXU 
·. CoiJlinodities_ risk L  .· 
· . A  new  Ari.nex  VII  is  added· which  sets  Ol1t  methods  for  calculating  market  risk  on 
positions  in  commodities  and  commodity  derivatives.  The  main  risks  the methods  ar'e 
designed  to capture are the "directional  risk"  arising  from  a change in  the  spot  price, 
"~asis risk"  arising from  potential  chariges  in ·the relationship between prices of simil.ar 
· commodities over time, "interest-rate risk?'  arising from  potential changes in the cost of 
funding forward positions and options, and '~forward gap risk" arising from. other potential 
·  ·  changes in the forward price;  ·  · 
A p:taturity ladder ~ethod sets capital charges against  ~atched pdsitions Within. qtaturity . 
bands and between maturity bands to capture basis risk, interest-rate risk  and forward gap 
. risk  and  on the  residual unmatched  position  to captUre  directional  risk An  alternative 
simplified method sets a capital· charge on the overall net  position to capture directional 
risk  and  on  the  gross positions in  each  commodity to  capture  basis,  interest  rate  and 
forward gap risks.  A third method available· is the internal ,models approach· described in 
Annex VIII.  .  " 
It is  not  the  purpose  of this  Directive  to  cover  the  markets  for  commodities  and 
derivatives in  commodities and operators ·in these rriarkets  in  generaL  Commodities and 
derivatives  on  commodities  are  not  on  the  list  of· activities· to  be  covered  under  the  .  ., 
SecondBanking  Coordination Directive  or  the  Investment  Services  Directive  (ISO). 
It is also  explicitly  indicated  in  Article  2(2) of the ISD  that  it  ''shall  not  apply  to:  ... 
(i) per~ons whose main  b~siness is trading in  commodities amongst  themselves  or with 
6 
r• · producers or professional users ·of such  products  ~md who  provide investment services 
o~ly for such producers and professional users to the extent necessary for their business"; 
'therefore the  major part of business in  commodities markets need not be  covered and 
hence ·need not be affected by the proposed changes to' the Capital Adequacy Directive. 
This  Directive should, .  however,  apply  to the  commodities and  derivative  commodities 
business done by credit institutions and investment firms since they operate oil behalf of  or 
with the money of their  clients~ As in other areas prudential regulation should ensure the 
financial  stability  and  protect  the  customers  of these  institutions.  Commodities  and· 
derivatives on commodities business is extremely risky and volatile so ifauthorized credit 
institutions or investment firms want to deal in these activities for their own account or on 
·behalf of their  ~Iients, there. is  a need for special  protection. in  order to limit :a  possible 
negative  impact from  such  business  on  the institution's  solvency  and  overall  stability. 
Annex  VII  deals  with  these  problems  iri  introducing  internationally  recognised  capital 
.  requirements  for  credit  institutions · and . investment . firms.  It  follows  closely  the 
approach adopted in the amendment to the Basle Capital Accord and its introduction will 
contribute  to  a  level  regulatory  playing  field  both  within  the  EU .  arid  in  the  wider 
international marketplace.  _ 
Internal models 
A new Annex VIII is added which sets out conditions for the use of internal models for 
calculating market 'risk capital requiremep.ts for  all  trading book activities. Thus, to the 
extent that models are sufficiently developed to capture the relevant risks,  they may  be 
used for commodities and commodity derivatives as well.  The objective is  to encourage 
the ·use of  more accurate ·techniques for measuring risk in the overall. context o(  improved 
risk management in credit institutions and investment firms. 
The Annex makes the use of  internal models conditional upon the expllcit approval of  the 
financial  institution's  competent  superVisory  authority  and  sets  strict quantitative  and 
qualitative standards for such approval. It specifies the minimum market risk factors which 
must be· covered and requires that the "value at risk" produced each day be multiplied by a 
minimum  factor of 3  to account  for  potential weaknesses in  modelling  techniques.  In 
addition a plus factor of  between 0 and ·I  must be added to the "value at risk" based on a 
· regular back-testing programme to ve.rify the model's accuracy.  ·  · 
This  Annex also follows  closely the ·approach adopted in  the ·amendment to the Basle 
Capital Accord and its introduction will contribute to a level regulatory playing field both 
·Within the EU and in the Wider intema!ional market place.  · 
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Proposal for a  ·.  .  . 
EUROP~  PARLIAMENT AND COUNCILDIRECTIVE 
' amending Council DireCtive 93/6/EECon  the capital adequacy 
of  investment finns·and credit institutions 
(Text With EEArelevance) 
THE  EUROPEAN  . PARLIAMENT  -AND  THE  ·coUN"ciL .  OF  THE 
EUROPEAN uNION, 
Having regard to the  Tr~aty establishing the European Community, arid in particular th~ 
first and third sentences of  Article 57(2) thereof,  ·  ·  · 
Havirig regard to t!te proposal from the Commission1, 
- -_  Having regard t~ the opinion of  the Economic and· s'ocial Corimlittee2; 
.  .  ·.  .  ' 
Having regard to the opinion of  the European Monetarylnstitut~, · · 
Acting in accord~ce  with the procedure referred to in Article 1S9b. ofthe Treat}4; 
Whereas the risks  associated With  c~mmodities trading  and  commodity derivatives  are 
·currently subject to Council Directive 89/64  7/EEC of 18  December 1989 'on·-a solvency 
.  ratio  for  credit  institutionss,  ~s  last  amended  by  ·Directive  96/10/EC  of  the 
European Parliament and of the Council6;  whereas, however, the market risks associated 
with those positions are not captured accurately by Directive 89/647/EEC; whereas it is  _ 
necessary to extend the concept of the "trading book"  ~to positions in· commodities or 
commodity  derivatives  which are held  for· trading  purposes  and  are  ~bject  ·~mc$1y to 
-market risks;wher~  institutions must comply with this Directive as regards the coverage 
of  comniodity risks on their overall business; .  · 
Whereas  Council  Directive  93/6/EEC ·of 15  March. 1993  on the  capital ·adequacy  of 
investment  firms  and  credit  institutions  7  lays  down ·a  standardized  method  for  the 
calculation of  capital, requirements for market risks incurred by investment firms and credit 
institutions;  whereas  institutions  have  developed  their·_ own  risk-management  .systems 
(internal models), designed to measure more accurately than the_ standardized metho_d the 
market ri~ks incurred by. investment firms and credit institutions; whereas the .use of  more 
-· accurate methods of  measuring risks should be enc()uraged; .  - ·  ·  ·  r 
1  .  OJNoC 
2  OJNoC 
3  OlNoC 
4  OJNoC 
5  oi  No L 386,36.12.1989, p.  14. 
6 .  OJNoL85, 3.4.1996,p. 17. 
7  OJ NoL 141, 11.6.1993, p.  1.  · 
- 8 : ·, 
Whereas  the  use  of  such  internal·  models  for  the  purpose  of calculating  capital 
requirements  requires  ·strict  internal  control  mechanisms  and  should  be  subject  to 
authorization  and  supervision  by  the  competent  authorities;  whereas  ~he  continued 
reliability  ·of the  results  of the  internal  model  calculation  should  be  verified  by  a 
back-testing procedure;  · 
Whereas  du~- rules  adopted at the wider international level  may,  in  order to  en~ourage 
. more  sophisticated risk-management  methods  based  on internal  models,  ]ower  capital 
- requi~:ements for credit institutions from third countries; whereas those credit institutions 
compete with investment firm~ and credit institutions incorporated in the Member States; 
whereas for investment firms  and credit institutions incorporated· in the Member States, 
only  an .  amendment  of Directive  93/6/EEC  can· provide  siinilar  incentives  for  the 
development and use of  internal models; 
Whereas for the pllf])ose of  calcul~g  market-risk-capital requirements, positiQns in gold 
and gold derivatives should be treated in a silnilar fashion to foreign-eXchange positions; 
Whereas ·the issue  of sub:-ordinated  debt  should  not  automatically  exclude  an issuer's 
· equity  from· being  included  in  a  portfolio  qualifying  for  a  2%  specific-risk  weighting 
according to point 33 of  Annex I to Directive 93/6iEEC; 
Whereas this Directive is in accordance with the work of another international forum 0f 
banking  supervisors  on the  supervisory ·treatment of market  risk  and  of trading-book 
positions in commodities and commodity derivatives; 
Whereas  some  investment  firms  dealing  primarily  in  commodities  and  commodity 
derivatives  may  not yet  be  able  to use internal_ models  or to ·comply  with the capital 
requirements for commodities risk as laid dowri in this Directive; whereas it is expected 
that  appropriate,  cost-effective  in~ernal  models  for  investment  finns  on  the  risk 
management of commodities and  commodities derivatives,  in  particular for options,  wiU 
be available shortly; whereas, ip order to give· those firms. sufficient time to upgrade their 
risk-management systems, competent authorities, under certain.conditions, should not be 
obliged to presCribe the· capit8.1.  charges for. commodities  referred  to. in. Annex vn to 
Directive 93/6/EEC for investment firms before 1 January 2000; 
.  Whereas adoption of  this Directive constitutes the mosf appropriate m~s  of  ~ttaining the 
desired objectives; whereas this Directive· is  limited to the minimum necessary to. attain 
these objectives and does not go beyond what is needed for this purpose; 
Whereas this Directive concerns the European ~nomic  Area (EEA) and whereas the · 
procedure under Article  99  of the Treaty on the European ·Economic Area ·has .  been  . 
complied with;  ·  ·  · 
Whereas  the .  Baioong  Advisory  Committee  has .  been  consulted  on  the  adoption · of 
this Directive;. 
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HAvE ADOPTEO THIS DIRECTIVE.: 
"  .  . .  '·  /'. 
· Article t·· 
Directive 93/6/EEC is amended as follows: 
1.  -Article2 is amended as foltows: 
,, 
• 
(a)  Point 6(a) and (b), the introductory phrase and (i) and (ii)  are _replaced  by 
the following:  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
"(a)  its  proprietary  positions  in  financial  instruments,  commodities  and 
commodity  derivatives,  which  are  held .  for  resale  and/or which  are 
. taken on by the institution with the intention of  benefiting in the short· . 
term from actual and/or expected differences between their buying and 
s~lling  prices,  or from  other · price .  or  interest-rate  variations,  and 
positions  in  financial  instruments,  commodities  and  commodity: 
derivatives, arising from matched principal broking, or positions taken 
in or~er to hedge other elements of  the tra~ing book; 
(b)  the  exposures·  due  to  the  unsettled  transactions,  free  deliveries 
and over-the-counter  (OTC) . derivative  instruments  referred  to  in 
paragraphs 1, ·  2, ·  3 and 5 of  Annex II, the exposures due to repurchase · 
agreements and  securities ·and  commodities lending  which  are based  . 
on securities or commodities. included. in the trading book a8 defined in 
(a) referred to in  paragraph 4  of Annex n,  those exposures  due to 
. reverse  repurchase  agreements  and  securities-borrowing  and 
. commodities-borrowing transactions described in the same paragraph, 
provided the competent authorities so approve, which meet either the 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) or conditions (iv) and (v) as follows: 
(i)  the  exposures  are  marked . to  market . daily . following .·  the 
,  procedures laid down in Annex II;  · 
(ii)  the  collateral is  adjusted  in  order to take account of material 
changes in the value of  the securities or commodities involved il! · , 
the  agreement or transaction  in ·question,  according .  to a  rule  · 
acceptable to the competent authorities;"  · 
(b)  Points 15 and 16 are replaced by the following: 
"15.  warrant  shall  mean  a  security  which  gives  the  holder  the  right to 
purchase an underlying at-a stipulated· price until or at the warrant's · · 
expiry d~te. It may be .settled by the delivery of  the underlying itself or 
by cash settlement. 
· 16.  stock fincmcing shall  mean  positio"'s,  where physical stock has been 
sold forward and the cost ()f funding has been locked in until the date 
of  the forward sale."  .  · 
10 I 
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(c)  Point 17, first sentence, is replaced by th.e following:  .  . 
"17.  repurchase agreement and reverse repurchase agreement shall  mean 
any  agreement  in  which  an  institution or its  coupt:er-part:Y transfers 
securities  or commodities  or guaranteed  rights  relating  to  title  to 
securities  or  commodities  where  that  guarantee  is  issued  by  a 
recognised  exchange  which  holds  the ·rights · to  the  secu-rities  or 
.comniodities  and  the  agreement  does  not  allow  an  institution  to 
. transfer or pledge a particular security or commodii)r to more.thari. one 
counter-party at one time, subject to a commitment to repurchase them 
(or substituted securities or commodities of  the same description) at a 
specified  price on a future  date specified,  or to be specified,  by the 
transferor, being a repurchase agreement for the institution selling the 
securities or commodities and a reverse repurchase agreement for the 
institution buyi~g  them." 
(d)  Point 18 is replaced by the following: 
"18.  securities  or  commodities  lending  and  securities  or commodities 
. bo"owing shall  mean  any  transaction in  which  an  ~tutiori or its 
counter-party transfers securities or commodities against  appropriate 
collateral  subject  to  a  commitment  that  the  borrower  will  return 
equivalent  securities  or commodities  at  some  future  date  or when 
requested to do so by the transferor, that trimsaction being securities 
or commodities lending for the iristitution transferring the securitie~ ·or 
commodities and being securities or commodities borrowing for  the . 
institution to which they are transferr~.  ·  · 
S~urities  or  commodities  borrowing  shall  be  considered  an 
interprofessional  transaction  when  the  counterparty  is  subject  to 
prudential  coordination  at  Community  level· or is  a  Zone A  credit · 
institution  as  defined  in  Directive  89/647/EEC  or is  a  recognised 
third-country  investment  firm  or when  the  transaction  is  concluded 
with a recognized clearing house or  exchange~"· 
2.  ,·Article 4(1 ), first subparagraph, points (i) and (ii);  are replaced by the following:  . 
''(i)  the capital requirements, calculated in accordance with Annexes I, n·and··VI  . 
and as appropriate Annex VIII, for their trading-book .business; 
.  '  .  . 
(ii)  the capital requirements, calculated in accordance with Annexes ill  and VII 
and as appropriate Annex VIII, for all of.their business·actiVities;" 
3.  Article 5(2) is replaced by the following: 
"2.  Notwithstanding· paragraph  1,  those institutions which calculate the capital 
requirements for their trading-book business in  accordance with Annexes I 
and II, and as appropriate Annex VIII, shall monitor and control their large 
exposures  in  acoordance  ·with  Directive  92/121/EEC  subject  to·  the 
modifications laid down in Annex VI to this Directive." 
11 4.  ·Article 7(10) and (11), first sentence, are replaced by the following: 
"1 0.  ·Where  the  rights  of waiver  provided  for  in  paragraphs· 7 and  9  are  not 
· exer,cised, the competent authorities may,  for the purpose of calculating the 
capital. requirements  set  out in  Annexes  I  and  VIII  and  the  exposures to 
clients set out in Almex VI on a consolidated basis,  permit net positions in 
the trading book of  one institution to offset positions in the trading book of 
another institution accordingto the rules set out in Annexes I, VI and VIIL. 
In addition, they may allow foreign-exchange positions in  on~ institution to 
offset foreign-exchange  positions in  another institution. in  accordance .with 
therules set  out  in  Annex m and/or Annex  VIII.  They  may ·also  allow 
commodities positions in one ins.titution t()  offset commodities positions in 
another institution._in accordance with the rules set out· in Annex VII and/or 
Annex VIII. 
11.  The competent authorities may also permit offsetting of  the trading book and 
of  the  foreign-exchange  and  commodities  positions,  respectively,  of 
undenaking~  located in third -countries,· subject to th~ ·simUltaneous· fulfilment 
of  the following conditions:" 
5.  Article 8(5) is replaced by the following: 
"5.  The  competent  authorities  shall  oblige  institutions·  to  report  to  them 
immediately any case in which their counterparties in repurchase and reverse -· 
repurchase agreements or securities and commodities-l_ending and securities· 
and -<.;ommqdities-borrowing  transactions  default  on their  obligations.  The 
Commission shall report to the Council Qn such cases and their implications 
for the treatment of such agreements and transactions]n this Directive· not 
more than three years after the  ~date referred .to in Article  12.  Such reports 
shall also describe the way that institutions meet those of  conditions (i) to (  v) 
in Article 2(6)(b) that apply to them, in particular condition (v-).-Furthermore '  .. 
it  shall· give  details  of any  changes in the relative  volume  of institutions' 
traditional lending and their lending through reverse repurchase agreements 
.and  securities-borrowing  or  commodities~borrowing transactions:  If the. 
Commission  concludes  on the  basis  of this  report  and  other ·information 
that further  safeguards  are  needed  to  prevent  abuse,  it  shall  make 
approp~ate proposals."  ·  '  ---
.  6.  : Article  12~  is inserted: · 
"Article 12a 
1.  . Member States whose investment firms, m  the opinion of their competent 
authorities, are not yet ip a position to use internal· models for the purpose· of 
calculating the capital requirement on commodities. risk in  accordance with 
Annex VIII may, until31 December 1999, prescribe altemativ~ spread, carry 
and outright rates from _those·indkated in Almex·VII, panigtaphs 13 and 16. 
- 12 2.  The  alternative  rates  described  in  ptJragraph  1  are. subject. to  the 
folloWing conditions: 
(i)  the alternative rates are set by the competent authorities; 
·  (ii)  the competent authorities review the alternative rates regularly in the 
light of  developments in. commodities. markets; 
(iii)  the alternative rat~s are in no case. lower than half the rates .prescribed 
. in paragraphs 13 and 1  6 of  Annex VII; 
(iv)  the  competent  authorities  notifY  the  Commission  of the  alternative 
rates . and  make  available  · to  the  Commission  and  to  other 
Member States the data on the basis of  whi<?h the altenlative rates have 
been calculated." 
7.  . Annexes  I,  II,  III, · V  and  VI  are  ainended  iri . accordance  with  Annex  I  to 
this Directive. 
8.  Ann ekes VII and VIIl set out in Ann~  II to· this Directive are ·added. 
ArtiCle 2 
1.  Member  States  shall  bring  into  force  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative 
provisions necessary to co~ply with this Directive by 31  December 1997 at the 
latest. They shall1mmediately inform the Commission thereof  · 
When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall contain a reference to this 
Directive or shall  be accompanied by. such reference. at the· time/ of their official 
publication. The procedure for such reference shall be adopted ·by Member States. 
2. .  Member  States  shall  communicate  to  the  Commission  the  text  of the  main 
. ··provisions of  national law which they adopt in the field. covered·  ~Y  this.Directive.  . 
Article 3  ' 
This Directive shall enter into force on. the twentieth day followirig that of  its publication 
in the Official Journal .of  the European Communities.  .  ·· 
Article 4 
· .This D~ti~~  is addressed to the Member  ·Slates. 
Done ·at Brussels, 
For the  ·El,lfopean .Parliament 
. The President  · ' 
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For the Council 
The President  · .. , 
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ANNEX I 
· 1:  Annex I is amended as follows: 
(a)  . In paragraph 4, the last sentenc~ is replaced by the folloWing: 
.  .  . 
"The  competent  authorities  may  allow  the  capital  requirement  for  an 
exchange-traded future to be equal to the margin required by the exchange if 
they  are·  fully.  satisfied .  that  it  provides  an ·  accurate  measure  of the  risk 
· associated with the future and that the ·method used to calculate the margin 
is equivalent to the method of calculation Set  Ollt  in. t4e remainder of this· 
Annex or  in Annex VIII."  · ·  .  . 
(b)  . In paragraph 5, the third subparagraph is replaced by the following: 
"The competent authorities shall require that the other risks, apart from the 
delta risk,  associated with options .  are safeguarded against. The competent 
_authorities  may·  allow  the  requirement  against  a  written 'exchange-traded 
option to be equal to the margin re.quired by the exchange if they are ·fully 
satisfied that it provides an accurate measure of  the risk associated with the- · 
. option and-that the method usied to catculate the margin is equivalent to the.· 
method  .of calculation  set  out  in  the  remainder  of this  Annex  or ·in-
.Annex VIII f9r such options. In ad9ition they may allow the requirement on . 
a bought exchange-traded or OTC option to· be the same  as  that for  the 
inst;rument  .  underlying  it,  subject  to  the  constraint  that  the 'resulting 
requirement  does- not  exceed. the  market- value _  .of the . option.  The 
requirement  against  a  written ·  OTC option shall _be  set _·in  relation  to the 
.  . instrtiment underlying it"  .  . ' . .  . 
- ;  . 
. {c)  · Panigraph6 is replaced by the following: 
:- '~6: .  Warrants relating to deb~ instrument~ and equities shall  be treated in 
the same way  -as ·options tinder· paiigraph' 5. ''  .  .  .  .  .  . 
· (d)  Paragraph 3  3(i) is replaced by the following: 
"(i) 
••  l. 
the equities shall not be those of  issuers Which _have issued only traded 
debt ip.struments that currently :attract an 8% require~~nt  ·in Table 1 
. appearingin:.p~agraph\.l4:·Qr that  attr~ a  lower· reqtWemerit only  . 
·,becatise th,ey  ¥~~atitee({:or:~(eti;"'·: _:•. · _,  __ ,  ......  ,  ·:  . •. ·  · · ··  ·· 
... .:-: ·~·  : 
_.  .. 
.  ' 
.  ': 
.  ,.,  .  ~  ·. 
-·.·  .. _.·-.. 
. .  . ' . . 
',·.  r•'  ... 
·'  .. ·  .  ,•,  .. 
. .  .  .  . -.  ' 
.•·,  '. .  2.  Annex II is amended as follows: 
(a)  Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following: 
"1.  In  the  case. of transactions  in  which  debt  instruments,  equities  and 
commodities (excluding repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements 
and  securities or commodities lending and securities or commodities 
borrowing) are unsettled after their due delivery dates,  an institution 
must calculate the price difference to which it is exposed.  This is the 
difference between the agreed settlement price for the debt instrument, 
. equity or commodity' in question and its ctirrent market value, where 
the difference could involve a loss for the institution. It inust multiply 
this  difference .  by  the  appropriate  factor  in  column  A  of the table 
appearing in paragraph 2 in. order to calculate its capital requirement." 
(b)  Paragraph 3 is replaced by the following: 
. .  "3 .1 .. An institution shall .  be -required· to hold  capital ·against counterparty 
risk if 
(i)  it has paid for securities or  commodities befor~ receiving them· or · · 
it  has  d~liv~~ securities  .. or_ comn1odities. before.  receiVing 
payrnentforthem;and 
(ii)  in the case of cross-border transactions,  one day  or more has 
elapsed since it made that payment or. delivery ... 
3  .2.  The capital requirement shall be .8%  of the value of the securities or 
commodities  or cash  owed  to~the institu~ion multiplied  by  the  risk-
weighting applicable to the relevant counterparty." 
(c)  The heading to paragraph 4 and the first subparagraph of  paragraph 4.1  are 
replaced by the follmying: · 
.  "Repurchase  and  reverse  repurchase  agreements,  securities  or 
commoditieS lending and borrowing 
4.1.  In the case of  repurchas~ agreements and  securities or commodities 
lendiri.g  based  on securities  or commodities  included  in  the trading 
-book the institution shall· cal_culate the difference between the market 
value of the securities or ·cominodities and -the  amount borrowed by 
the  institution  or  the  market  value  of the  collateral, . where  that 
difference is positive. In the case Qf reverse repurchase agreements and 
securities or commodities borrowing, the institution shall calculate· the 
difference between the amount the institution has  lent or the market 
value  of the  cOllateral  and  the  market  value  of the  securities  or 
· comm()dities. it has· received, w~e  ihat differ~ce is positive." 
,  I 
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3.  Annex III is. amended as follows: -
(a) 
(b) 
~·  . 
Paragraph 1 is replaced by the following:. 
'~ 1. - If  the sum of  an institution's .  overall net foreign-exchange position and 
its  net  gold  position,  calculated  iir accordance  with ·the.  procedure 
·set out below,  exceeds  2%' of its total own funds,  it  shall  multiply 
the sum of its net foreign-exchange position and its net gold position 
··'·by  8%  in  ..  order  to  calCUlate  its · own..;funds  reQuirement· against 
foreign-exchange rlsk."  · · 
Paragraph 3 is r~placed by the following: 
"3 .I. Firstly,  ~  the . institUtion's  net  open  position  in  each  eurrency 
-. (includingthe  reporting  currency). and  in. gold- shall  be  calq.dated. 
'', 
·. __ ,. 
This position  shall  consist  of the  sum  of the  folloWing  elements  . 
(positive or !legative): ·  ·  · 
the net  spot position (i.e.  all  asset items less  all  liability  items, 
. including  a.cciued  interest,  in  the currency in question _or,· for 
goJd, the net spot position in gold), ·  · 
the net forward position  (i.e~ all amounts to be received less all 
amounts  to  'be ' paid . under  forward  ~change  and  gold 
trans~ions,  including  c;Urreiicy  ana  'gold  _futures  and  the 
principal on eurrency swaps not included in the spot position), 
irrevocable guarantees (  apd similar jnstruments) 'that. are certain 
to be called and likely to be irt~verable,  · ·  · 
net future  income/expenses  not  yet  accrued  but  already  fully 
hedged (at the discretion of  the reporting institution and with the 
.·prior  consent  of  the  competent  authorities,  pet_'  _future 
income/expenses  not  yet  eritered  in  accounting  records  but 
alr~dy fully  hedged by  fQrw~d foreign-_exchange ..  transactions . 
.  may.  b~  ·.included here). ·  Such;·dlscretion ·m4sh~be  .. exerdsed; on. ·a  . 
consistent basis, ''  '  . '  -' 
the net  delta (or delta-ba8ed)  equivalent  of  the total 'book of 
foreign-_c~ency and gold options,  ··  · · 
-the :;·market  value  of  ()~hc;r··· (i:~·.  non~for~gp~~rieit¢y  and 
non~gold)  :~ptioris, .  · - .  ..  .  · · •  · 
..  ·  .·.- ', ..  '•' 
... ,  .- ··· . 
. . •'' 
,._-_,  ...  _.· 
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18 any positions which an institution. ha8 deliberately taken in order 
·to hedge against the adverse effect of the exchange  rate on its 
capital ratio may be excluded from  the calculation of net open . 
currency positions. Such positions should be of a non-tradmg or 
· structural  nature  and  their exclusion,  and  any  variation  of the 
terms  of 'their  exclusion,  shall  require  the  consent  of the 
competent .  authorities.  The same treatment subject to the  sam-e 
conditions  as  above  may  be  applied  to  positions  which  an 
institution has. which relate to items that are already deducted in 
· the calculation of  own· funds. 
· 3  .2.  .The  competent  authorities  shall  have  the  discretion  to  •  allow 
. mstltutioils to use the net present value when calculating the. net. open 
p_osition in each currency and in gold."  ·  · ·  · ·  . 
(c)  Paragraph 4, first sentence, is replaced by the following:. 
"4.  Secondly,  ~et short and long positions in each currency other than the 
reporting currency and the net long_ or short position in gold shall be  ,  . 
converted at spot rates into the reporting currency."  · • 
(d)  Paragraph Tis replaced by the_following: 
·"7 .. Secondly, the competent authorities may allow institutions to apply an 
alternative  method  to those  outlined  in  paragraphs  1  · to·  6  for· the 
purposes  of this  Annex.  The  capital  r~irement produced  by  this 
method must be sufficient to exceed 2% of the net open position as . 
measured in paragraph 4 and,  on the basis of an analysis of  exchange-
rate movements during all the rolling  10-wotking-day periods ·over the 
preceding ·  three years,  to exceed  the  likely  loss · 99%  or . more ·of · . 
the time. 
The alternative methOd  ~escribed in this paragraph may oruy be used 
under the folloWing conditions:  ·- - - - ·  -
(i)  the  calculation  formula  and  the  correlation .  coefficients  are 
- set by the  c:ompetent  authorities,  based  on  their  analysis  of 
exchange.:rate movements;· 
(ii)  the_  . competent  8l,lthorities  _ review  the  correlation 
coefficients regularly  in  ' the  light  of  developments '  in ' 
foreign..exchange  markets.~· 
4.  Annex Vis amended as (ollows:  _ 
(a)  Paragraph 2, first sentence, _is replaced by the following: 
''Notwithstanding paragraph  1, the competent authorities may permit those 
institutions which are obliged to meet the own  ... funds  r~uirements laid down 
in Annexes  I,  II;ill;.IV, VI, VIl and  VIII to use an  alternative definition 
vvhen, meeting thOse r~ukements  only:'?  . . 
.  ..:"..x,  _,- .  .  .  .•  . 
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(b)  Paragraph 4 is replaced by the following: 
(b) 
. "4.  The  subordinated-loan capital referred to  in  paragraph 2(c) may  not 
exceed a maximum of 150% of  the original own funds left to meet the 
requirements laid down in Annexes I, II, III, IV, VI, VII, and VIII and 
may  approach  that  maximum.  only  in  particular  ·  ~ircumstanc~s 
. acceptable to the relevant authoritie~." ·  · 
Paragraph 8(2),.second subpa,ragraph, is·replacedby the folloWing:  .  .  .  . 
"As from  1  0  days·  after the  excess  has  occurred,  the  components of the 
, . excess, ·selected, in accordance with the above criteria,  shall be allocated. tp 
· the appropriate line  in  column  1 of the table  b~low  ·tn ascending ore;ler  of 
· ·.specific-risk  requirements' in  Annex 'l and/or, -·if·  applicable,T:~Aiutex Yiii 
i#d/m: requirements in Annex II.  ·  ·  .  .  . 
\ 
_  · The institution shall then riieet an additional· capital requirement .  equat to the ·  · 
· ·.-sum of  the· specific-risk requirements -in Arinex· I, Annex· Vllk  if  applicable,  · 
· antyor *e, Apnex  IT  req\litem~ts o~. the8e  conipori.~ts ·  ¢ultiplied .  by:, ·the 
· cpiTesppnding :factor iii CQlumn 7;" ·  ···  ·  · · ·  ·  ..  ·,  . ·  ·  · 
.  .  .  ,.  ·.·:  ..  ,  '',  .··  .··  :  ·.'  .....  .  . 
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A~NE_XIi 
"ANNFXVJJ· 
COMMODITIES RISK 
Each  position  in  commodities  or cominodity  derivatives  shall  be  expressed  in 
tenns of  the standard unit of  measurement. The spo~ price in each ·comltiodlty ·shall 
- be expre~sed in the reporting currency.  ·  - ·  ·  · 
2.  Positions  in  gold  or gold  derivatives  shall  be .. considered  as  being  subject to 
.foreign-exchange  risk· and  treated  according  to Annex  m or. Annex  VIII;- as 
appropriate, for the purpose of  calculating market risk.  . 
3.  For the purposes of  this AnneX:, positions which are purely. stock  financing may be . 
excluded from the commodities risk Calculation only.  . 
4.  The interest-rate and foreign-exchange· risks not covered by other provisions of 
this Annex  shall be included in the calculation  .. of General Risk for Traded Debt· 
Instruments and in the calcul•tion ofForeign:.Exdui.nge Risk. 
5.  When the short position  fall~ due before the long position,  institutions. shall  also·· 
guard against the risk of  a shortage of  liquidity which may exist' in some markets  .•. 
Netting. 
6.  For the  purpose  of p~agraph 17,  the  excess  of an  institution's  long  (short) 
positions  over its  short  (long)  positions  in  the Same  cortunodity  and  identical 
. commodity  futures,  options  and  warrants  ·shall  be  its  net  position .  in  each · 
· commodity.  The  competent  authorities  shall  allow  positions  in  derivative 
instruments to ~  treated, as laid down in paragraphs 8,  9 and 1  0,. as positions in 
·the underlying commodity.  · 
7.  The competent authority may permit offsetting betWeen different sub-categories of. 
commodities in· cases where the sub-categories are deliverable against each other 
or between  sllnilar  cOmmodities . if they  are  close  substitutes  and  a  minimum 
correlation between them of 900/o  over a .  minimum  of one  year  can  be_. clearly 
established.  No offsetting may  be perinitted;  however,  wher~ the two legs of a 
oommodity swap  are m  different commodities which do not. belong to the same 
. sub-category as defined above.  · 
.  Particular instmments  · 
.8.  Commodity  futures  and  forward  commitments  to  buy  or  sell  individual 
commodities shall be incorporated in the measm:ement system as notional amounts 
in  terms  of the  standard ·unit  of measurement  and  assigned  a  maturity  with 
reference  to  expiry  date.  The  competent  authorities  may  allow  the  capital 
requirement for an  exc~ge-traded future to be equal to the margin required by 
the exchange if  they are fully _satisfied· that it provides an accurate measure of the  .  -. .  .  .  '  . 
19_ 
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. risk associated with the futur~ and that the method used to calculate the margin is 
equivalent to the method of  calculation set out in this Arinex odn Annex VIII.  · 
Commodity swaps where one side of.the transaction is.a fixed price and the other· 
-~the current market price shall be incorporated into the maturity _ladder approach as 
a  series  of positions  equal· to the  notional  amount  of the  contract,  with  one 
position  corresponding  with  each  payment  on  the  swap  ~d slotted  into  the 
· maturity lad_der (Table 4) accordingly. The positions would be long positions if  the 
institution is paying a fixed price and receiving a· floating price and short positions · 
ifthe instittition is receiying a  fixed-price and paying a_floating price.  . 
, Commodity swaps where the sides of  the tran'saction are in different commodities ·  · 
are ' to  be  reported . i~  the  relevant  reporting  ladder .. for  the  maturity . 
ladder approach. 
Options on commodities or commodity derivatives shall be treated.  as if  they were 
positions equal in value to the amount of  the underlying to which the option refers, 
- . multiplied"by its delta for the purposes of  this Annex. The.  latter positions may be 
netted off against any offsettmg positions in the identic~  underlying commodity or 
commodity derivative. The delta used shall be that of  the exchange concerned, that  · 
caleulated by the competent authorities or, where none of  those is avallable or for 
.·  OTC options,  that calculated by· the institution .it8elf, ·subject to the competent 
authorities' being satisfied that the model used by the institUtion is reasonable. · 
However, the _competent authorities may also preScribe· $It institutions._ calculate 
their'deltas using a methodology specified by the competent ,authorities  .. 
. .  . 
The competent authorities shall require tha~ the other risks,  apart from the delta 
risk,  associat~ with commodity options are safeguarded against.  The· competent 
authorities may allow the requirement for a written exchange-traded commodity 
·  option to be equ~  to the Iilargin required by the exchange if  they are fully satisfie4 
. that it provid~es an accurate measure. of  the risk associated with the option and that 
·the method used to calculate the margin is equivalent-to the method of  calculation  . 
.  set  out in  the remainder of this  Anitex  or  in  Annex V1II  for ··such  options.  In 
· addition they may· allow the requirement on a bought exchange-traded or  OTC . 
· commodity option to be the same as that for the commodity underlying it, subject 
to the c9nstraint that the resulting requirement does not excee.d. the market value 
. of  the option. The requirement for a  writt~  OTC option s~l  ~  set in relation to  ·.  . · 
·the commodity underlying it..  ·  ·  · 
. 11.  wkams relathtg to COnun~dities.shall be treated in the smrte  ~ay  as oomriiodit}'' 
. options under paragraph 10.  '  . 
,,  '  I 
.  . 
'  .  . 
12.  The transferor of  commodities or guaranteed rights relating to title to commodities  -..  - · 
·· ·  ;  ·in a  repurchase agreement and the.lender of  cominodities ih a ~ommodities lending · · 
·  ·'·' ·  agreement  shall  ·include  such  comniodities  in  the  calculation  of·  it~>  capital 
· requirement utider this  Annex.  · -. -.  .-:.<;;  - ·  ' 
'··  .· 
, v· 
:  . ' 
'-·  .  ,• 
) 
'  (  ·-·~  ,.  .  '  ..  ,., , (a) Maturity ladder approach 
13.  ·  The  institution  shall  assign  all  positions  to  the  appropriate  maturity  bands  in 
Table 4,  with  physical  stocks  being .assigned  to  the  first  maturity  band  ...  For 
markets which have daily delivery dates; ·any contracts maturing within ten days of 
each other may be offset.  ·  ·  ·  · 
Maturity band·· 
'  (1) 
0  s:;  1 month 
> 1 s:;  lmonths 
>3 s:;  6 months 
> 6 s:;  12 months 
>Is;  2years 
> 2 s:;  3 years · 
. over  3 years 
Table-4 
Spread rate 
(in%) 
(2) 
I.  SO 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
14.  .  The institution shall then work out the sum of  ihe long positions and the. sum of 
the short positions in each maturity band. The amount of  the former (latter) _which. 
are matched by the latter (former) in a given maturity band shall be the matched 
positions  in  that  band,  while  the  residual  long  or short ·position  shall  be  the 
unmatched position for the same band  . 
.. 
15.  That part of  the unmatched long (short) position for· a given mat~rity band that is 
matched by the unmatched short (long) position for a maturity band  further out 
shall  be  the  matched  position  between two  maturity  bands.  That  part  of the 
unmatched long or unmatched short position that cannot be thus matched shall be 
the unmatched position. 
16.  ·  The institution
1s capital requirement shall be calculated as the sum of: 
(i)  the  sum  of the  matched  long  and  short  positions,  multiplied  by  the  . 
appropriate spread rate as indicated in the second column of Table 4 for 
each maturity band and by the spot price for the commodity; 
(ii)  the matched position between two--maturity bands for each maturity band 
.  in~o which an.unmatched position is' carried forward,  multiplied by 0.6% 
· (carry rate) and by the spot price for the commodity;  '> 
. (iii)  the residual unmatched positions, multiplied by 15% (outright rate) and by 
the spot price for the commodity. 
21 
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(b) Simplified approach 
l7.  The institution's capital requirement shall be calculated as the Sum ·of: 
(i)  15% of  .the  net position, long or short, ·in each commodity,  multiplied by 
the spot price· for'the· commodity;  · 
. - (ii)  3% of  the gross position, long pl~s short, in each conunodlty, mUltiplied by  . 
the sppt price for the co~odity;  - · 
ANNEX VIII 
.  . . 
INTERNAL MODELS 
1. ·  The competent authorities may,  subject to the conditions laid· down in this annex, . 
allow  institutions  to  calculate  their  capital  requirements  for  Position  Risk, ··  " 
Foreign-Exchange  Risk  and/or  Commodities  Risk  using  their· own  internaJ 
risk-management models instead of or in combination with the methods describeg 
in AnneXes I, ill and VII. Explicit approval of  the-use ofm<>,dels by the competent, 
authority shall be required in each case. - ·  · 
2.  Approval  shall· only  be  given  if the  competent  authority  is ·satisfied  that  the 
institution's risk-management system is conceptually sound and implemented With 
integrity and that, in partiGular, the following qualitative standards are IJlet: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
The internal risk:.measurement  model  is  closely integrated into  the daily 
risk-management  process  of:the  insti~tion and  serves .as  the· basis  for 
reporting risk exposures to senior management of  the institution;  "' 
The institution .has a risk  control unit that is  independent from  business 
tradiD.g·units and reports directly to senior _management.  The unit must be 
· responsible  for  designing  and  implementing  · the  institution's 
risk-management system. It shall produce and analyse daily reports on the  -
output of  the risk-measurement model and on the appropriate measures to 
be taken in terms of  trading limits;  '· 
The· institution's  board  of directors  and  senior  management  is  actively 
involved in -the risk-control process and the. daily reports produced by the 
risk-control  uni~ are  reviewed  by  a  level  of manageme~ with  sufficient 
authority  to  enforce  both  reductions  of positions . taken  by  indi~dual  ~ 
traders as well as in the institution's overall risk exposure; 
(iv)  The ·institution  has  sufficient  numbers  of  staff  s~led  in  the  use 
(v) 
of  sophisticated  mod~ls  in .  the·  trading,  risk.;.coritrol,  · audit  , and 
. back  -office areas;  ·· 
I 
The · institution  has  established  procedures  for  monitoring  and  ensuiing . 
' compliance  with  a  documented  set  of internal  policies  and  controls 
· concerning the overall operation  ofthe risk-measurement system;  .  \  .  . 
22 (vi)  The institution's model!! have a proven track record of  reasonable accuracy 
in measuring risks; 
(vii)  The institution frequently conducts a rigorous programme of  stress testing 
. and  the results  of these  tests  are  reviewed  by. senior  management  and 
reflected in the policies and limits it sets.  "'  · 
3.  The  competent  authorities  shall  also  be  satisfied  that  the  institution's  models 
continue  to  be  reasonably  accurate,  as  evidenced  by  a  regular  back  -testing 
programme to be conducted by the institution. 
4.  The institution must  conduct,  as  part of its regular internal auditing· process,  an 
independent .review  of the  risk-measurement  system,  This  review  must  include 
both the activities ofthe business trading units and ofthe independent risk-control 
unit.  At  least  once a year,  the institUtion  rqust  conduct a review  of its  overall 
risk-management process. The review must consider: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
_ (iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
_the  adequacy of the qocumentation of the risk;.management  system  and 
process and the organisation of  the risk-control unit; 
the integration of  market risk measures into daily risk management and the 
integrity of  the management infonnation system; 
the process the institution employs for approving risk-pricing models and 
valuation systems that are used _by front and back-office personnel; 
the scope of  ~ket  risks captured by the risk-measurement model and the 
validation of  any significant changes in the risk-measurement process; 
the  accuracy  and  completeness  of position  data,  the  accuracy  and 
appropriateness of  volatility and correlation assumptions, and the accuracy 
of  valuation and risk sensitivity calculations; 
·the verification process the institution employs to evaluate the consistency, 
timeliness,  and  reliability  of data. sources  used  to  run  internal  models, 
including the independence of such data sources; and 
(vii)·  the verification process the institution uses to eval"'ate back-testing that 'is 
conducted to assess the model's accuracy. 
5.  Notwithstanding  paragraph  1,  institutions  using  models  shall  be  subject  to  a 
. separate capital charge to cover the specific  risk of traded debt instruments and 
equities  as  described  in  Annex  I  to the  extent  that . the  competent  authorities 
consider  that  this  risk  is  not  incorporated  sufficiently  into  their  models.  The 
competent authorities shall in any case set a minimum specific risk charge of 50% 
of  the charge as calculated according to Annex I for institutions using models. 
.  I 
6.  For the purpose of paragraph S(ii) the results of the institution's own calculation 
~hall be scaled pp by a multiplication factor of  3, 
23 7:  For the same purpose and in addition to die multiplication factor,  a "plus"-factor 
of between  0  and  1  shall  be  applied  to  the  results  of the  institution's  own 
calculation  in  accqrdance  with  Table  ·5,.  depending  on  the  outcome ·of the 
backtesting procedure outlined below. 
o .  The. value-at  -risk number calculated by means of  the mqdel shall be compared with 
_ the actual change in  value of the portfolio. Backtesting shall be carried out daily  . 
on the  basis  of both  effective  and,  assuming .  unchanged  end-of-day  positions, 
· - hypothetical changes in the portfolio value.  · 
If the_ change  in  portfolio  value  exceeds  the  value-at-risk ,calculated  using  th~ 
model, the target pas bee11  overshot. The number of  overshootings, a8 'set out in 
Table 5, shall be based on a spot checkof250 values.  ·  · ·  · 
Table 5 
Number of  overshootings_  · Plus factor 
fewer than S 
.. 
0.00 
5  0.40· 
6  '  o·.5o 
7  0.65. 
8  0.75. 
9 
., 
. 0.85. 
10 or more  1.00 
.  . 
The competent authorities can, in individual cases, waive the requirement to add a 
ph,1s factor if,  owing to an exceptional situation, an increase in:the.multiplication 
factor would be unjustified and the modeUs basically sound.  In this context, the . 
institution has to prove that an increase wouid be unjustified.  ·.  .  . 
. In t~e event of numerous overshootirigs,  t~c:l competent  authori~y shall revoke the 
•.  model's recognition or impose apprOpriate measures to ensure that the' model is 
improved pmmptly.  ·  .  · .  .  . 
The institution is to record all·overshootings ascertained by back-testing, together 
with the reasons for them, and to notifY the  compe~ent  authorities immediately of 
·the extent of  the overshootings and the reasons for them.  · 
8..  Each institution must meet a Cl;lpital requirement expressed a.S  t~e  high~r of. 
(i)  its  previous  day's  value-at-risk  number  measured  according  to  the 
parameters specified in this Annex; and 
(ii)  an average of the daily  value-at-risk measures on each of the preceding 
sixty business  days,  multiplied  by  the factors  mentioned  in  paragraph 6, 
·adjusted by the factor mentioned in paragraph 7.  · 
24 9.  The  calculation  of  value-at-risk  shall  be  subject  to  the  following 
. minimum standards: 
(i)  ·at least daily calculation of  value-at-risk; 
(ii)  a 99th percentile, one-tailed confidence.interval; . 
(iii)  a ten-day equivalent holding period; 
(iv)  an effective historical observation period of  at least one year; 
(v)  three-monthly data set updates; 
10.  The competent authorities shall also ·require that the model captures accutately·.all 
the material price risks of  options or option-like positions. 
11.  The competent authorities shall require that the risk-measurement model captures 
a  sufficient  number  of risk  factors,  depending  on the  level  of activity. of the 
institution in the respective markets. At a minimum, the following provisions shall 
be respected: 
(i)  For  interest-rate  risk,  the  .  risk-measurement  system  shall  model  the 
yield curve using  one of a  number of generally  accepted  approaches.  For 
material exposures to interest-rate risk in the major currencies and markets, 
the yield curve shall be divided into a niinimum of six maturity segments, to 
capture  the  variations  of volatility  of rates  along  the  yield  ·curve.  The 
risk-measurement system must  also  capture the risk of less than perfectly 
correlated movements between different yield curves. 
(ii)  For foreign-exchange  risk,  the risk-measurement  system  shall  incorporate 
. risk factors  corresponding  to  the  individual  foreign.  currencies  in  which 
the institution's  positions  are  deJ}ominated.  A separate risk factor shall  be 
·used for gold. 
(iii)·  For equity risk, the risk  -measurement system shall 4se a separate risk factor 
at  least  for  each  of the ·equity  markets  in  which  the  institution  holds 
significant positions. 
(iv)  For commodity  risk,  the  risk-mea84fement  system  shall  use  a  separate 
risk factor  at  least  for  each  COrrutlodity  in  which  the  institution  holds 
significant  positions.  The risk-measurement  system  must  also  capture the 
risk of less  than perfectly correlated  movements between similar,  bu~ not 
identical, commodities and the exposure to changes in forward prices arising 
from  maturity  mismatches.  It  shall  .  also  take  ~count  of  market 
characteristics, notably delivery dates and the scope provided to traders to 
close out positions. 
12.  The  competent  authorities  may  allow  institutions  to use  empirical  correlations 
within  risk  categories ·and  across  risk  categories  if they  are  satisfied  that 
the institution's  system  for  measuring  correlations  is  sound  and  implemented 
with integrity." 
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FiNANCIAL STATEME~T  .  :  .  '  .  .  .  ..  . 
The'proposal ~as no cost irttplicati~~s for the bl!dget_ofthe Euro}?ean Union 
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) IMPACT ON COMPETITIVENESS AND EMPLOYMENT 
.  . 
I.  What is the main justification for the measure? 
The purpose of  the proposed Directive is to refine the EU rules on the capital adequacy of 
investment firms and credit institution with regard io the use of  internal risk-management 
models ("internal models") for the calculation of capital. requirements _and  with regard to 
capital requirements for commodities and commodity derivatives.  · 
D.  Characteristics of  the enterprises concerned 
The  proposed  Directive  concerns  investment  firms  and  credit  institutions  in  the 
European Union. 
Ill.  What are the obligations imposed directly on enterprises? 
The · proposal  introduces  new  capital  requirements  only  for  commodities  and 
commodity derivatives  of  credit  institutions  and  investment  firms  subject  to 
Council Directive 93/6/EEC.  TheSe  instruments will  be subject to a refined  supervisory 
treatment requiring a capital cover better reflecting commodity price risks.  A;B a result, the 
total amount of  compulsory capital cover will not necessarily be higher than imder current 
legislation, but depends on the portfolio composition of  each institution which may change 
frequently.  The proposed Directive furthermore  enables Member States to allow credit· 
institutions and investment firms  to use internal models for the purpose of Calculating 
capital requirements. If  Member States do so the .more accurate risk-meastirement may 
result in a reduction of  capital charges. 
IV.  What  obligations  are likely  to  be  imposed  on  enterprises  through  local 
authorities? 
None 
V.  Are there any special measures for SMEs? If  so, what type of measures are 
they?  .  . 
None 
VI. ·  What is the likely effect on: 
(a)  the competitiveness of  ente..Prises? 
(b)  employment? 
(a)  The introduction of the internal models method wiU preserve the competitiveness 
of  EU investment firms and credit institutions which engage in direct competition 
with credit institutions from non-EU countries already allowing the use of  internal 
models for  calculating capital  requirements.  The use of inte(tl8}  models  for  the 
calculation  of capital  requirements  furthermore  reduces  the  need  to  duplicate 
calculations for· internal and regulatory purposes,  which is expected to result  in 
Zl significant  cost  savings  for  investment firms  and  credit  institutions.  The use of · 
n,ore accurate calculation methods may also lead to 19wer capital requirements for . 
investment firms and credit institutions; thus releasing capital which. may increase 
· the··ainountof credit available for enterprises..  · 
. For commodities and commodity derivatives the proposed Directive introduces a 
refined supervisory  treatme:q.t.  The  proposed  measures  are  closely  in  line  with 
regulations  by  another .  international ·forum of banking  supervisors  in  the  wider· 
context of G-1 0  countries, ·thereby furthering the goal of  a level playing  field 
··  world-wide:  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·.  ·  ·  ·  · 
Furthermore: an improved awareness and control o'f the risks run  by. investment.· 
.  .  .  .  !. 
firms·  and  credit  institutions  contributes.  to  the  strength  and, . thus,  to  the. 
· competitiveness of  financial institutions. ' 
(b)  ·  In  anticipation of the in~roduction of.  internal  m.odels  institutions are  i11creasing 
. their hiring ofhighly qu8lified IT personnel.  . 
vn.  Have the two·sides of industry b~n  consulted? What are their views? 
No: T~e proposed measures affect  only the prudential legislation gqvernillg ,investment 
fiJ1IlS an(i credit instttUttons.  .·.  .  . 
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